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WHO WE ARE
Emerald Book Club
Emerald Book Club was set up by Joshua Mukiibi in March 2019, after securing funding
through the MiFriendly Cities Social Innovation programme. Joshua Mukiibi is a writer and
radio host, and is based in Coventry.
Our mission is to inspire and develop readers, writers and authors in society and worldwide.

The idea behind the project
“During the time that I was living in supported accommodation waiting for my immigration
status to come, I experienced how hard life could be not having a permanent address. Life
stays still. Some people wait for many years to move forward.
“During this period, activities like education and getting confidence in writing or improving communication skills (although essential) might not feel a priority, however, it’s important to have an
activity that inspires you and help you to go through difficult times keeping you in contact with the
community and with people so one can avoid loneliness.
“In addition, using this period of time to learn how to share what you think or how you feel is a massive achievement.
“Through my personal experience, and time I have spent supporting others, I found that many
refugees, asylum seekers, migrants and rough sleepers lack the confidence to speak up or express
themselves and lack certain literary skills including reading and writing. One of the main reasons
was a lack of or limited vocabulary: according to the National Literacy Trust 16% of adults are considered to be ‘functionally illiterate’ in the United Kingdom.

- Joshua
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“For people whose first language is not English, they may
struggle to gain confidence to communicate effectively in
the language, but mentoring and encouragement make a
significant impact. People need to feel they are in a safe
place where make mistakes is allowed, and where
peer support is the methodology to create a friendly
learning atmosphere. They have amazing stories to
tell and share, but need support and encouragement
to get them to a place of sharing them with confidence.”

AIMS
Emerald Book Club’s mission is to build confidence in those who could not express themselves through speaking, reading and writing and listening.
We hoped that:

Asylum seekers:
•
•

Would be supported to think positively
Would find activities and a platform to engage and be involved in, without feeling left out

Refugees and migrants:
•

Would be supported with skills and confidence to share their stories, through writing
and poetry

Rough sleepers:
•
•
•
•

Would bounce back
Would reconnect with their passions, gifts and talents
Would increase in confidence
And be connected to the right people to support them

For all our participants, we aimed to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create engagement through reading and writing activities
Improve communication skills for non-English speakers by increasing vocabulary
Provide a platform where people feel confident to speak up as a part of the same community
Enable our participants to progress, to learn more about writing and to explore and
learn more about getting published.
Inspire and motivate people to write
Connect with people who are lonely
Encourage people to believe that they can do things: they can achieve what they want. If
it is writing and getting published that they want, we will help with.
Publish articles and writing by our members

These activities are part of a bigger vision: our aim is to establish an Institute of Higher Education where we can provide knowledge that will help develop the mind, body and soul.
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OUR WORK
What we did
Our book club offered a diverse range of activities, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debates
Workshops with guest speakers to encourage and inspire participants to write
Book club ‘open chats’
Book reviews (videos)
Sessions where we share experiences, reading and writing
Peer support activities supporting one each other and expanding their networks.
Book readings
Radio shows
Lockdown wellbeing sessions to keep connected

The workshops were well attended, including representatives from different organisations such
as AGE UK, Punjabi Writers Association, Positive Youth Foundation, Positive Images Festival, Earth
Centre, Lions Club
We also created a course entitled ‘The Importance of Vocabulary’. Students took part in listening,
reading, writing and speaking activities, tested their English vocabulary and learnt the benefits and
importance of improving their vocabulary.
In addition, we delivered stretching zoom classes, and supported homeless groups to receive
meals and in some cases clothing. These activities were to support individuals within our community so that they might be more comfortable in order to engage with the book club.

◄ In-person book club
workshop, January 2020
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▼Online stretching class
during the first COVID-19
lockdown

OUR WORK
In total the project reached out approximately 70 people face to face, 300 people
through open online activities and zoom meetings.
Our Facebook page currently has 1248 people who like it and 1281 people who follow it.
Our Facebook group has a vibrant community of 41 great individuals. Some of the members
include well known published authors. Our group includes poets, aspiring writers and many
more.
Here are some of our videos:
The power of a large vocabulary - 51 views
A larger vocabulary will increase your confidence, improve your self-esteem
and communication.
Bookclub Live - 17 views
We recorded some of our book club sessions and made them available online –
this one is a book review.
Reflection of a Man - 4200 views
A book review about a novel called ‘Reflections of a Man’, by Amari Soul.
Surinder Pal Singh - 104 views
The Secretary of the Punjabi Writers Association Talks about his book.
Gratitude Hour - 10 to 124 views
A regular show on Facebook Live promoting positive thinking and gratitude. We
have more than 50 ‘Gratitude Hour’ videos on our Facebook page.
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“

During the time that I was living in
supported accommodation waiting
for my immigration status to come,
I experienced how hard life could
be not having a permanent address.
Life stays still. Some people wait for
many years to move forward.
During this period, activities like
education and getting confidence in
writing or improving communication
skills (although essential) might not
feel a priority, however, it’s important to have an activity that inspires
you and help you to go through difficult times keeping you in contact
with the community and with people
so one can avoid loneliness.

”

In addition, using this period of
time to learn how to share what you
think or how you feel is a massive
achievement.

- Joshua Mukiibi

IMPACT
We supported a range of individuals through our group activities, in person and online.
These are some of the benefits that we observed:
• Increased confidence in communication skills
“When I started I felt my writing was not good enough – I had ‘fear of writing’ but Josh
believed on my skills and encouraged me to do it and made me think about progressing to
write my own book’. If he did this to me, he can do it for anybody” - Participant
“Sometimes people see things that you can’t see because you don’t belief in your own
skills. Josh saw potential on me and made me believe I can do it (I can write and maybe
publish my book. I’m looking forward to go back to the club face to face. It is a wonderful
project”. - Participant
Tomas was able to express himself better through writing as a result of the project.
• Increased connection to support services (so they know where to go for help)
“When I was writing for my blog, I felt confident to contact Josh for anything. ‘Josh was the
man to go” - Participant
We also use our websites and facebook pages to share advice, links and information. People can
ask questions within the group.
• Increased skills – in literacy, wellbeing, organising, and project delivery
Hannah was able to organise and plan meetings actively, becoming an important part of the team
committed to make the workshops work. She had low confidence on writing, although she had
already written poems in her native language but felt they were not good enough to share. She
now is looking forward to continue the project after COVID-19 and in the meantime, she created a
social group in Facebook about meditating and wellbeing, encouraging women, single mothers to
participate.
“His project is very good! Good idea! to bring people together and teach them how to write
own books and read others” - Participant
• Forming new social networks
“We help each other and encourage each other. Very nice project.” - Participant
Grace was able to demonstrate how positive the activities were for her, ultimately to develop a
sense of community and gratitude.

IMPACT
• People felt more comfortable and better able to engage with
literary and community activities
Marcus was able to get fitter through exercise. He broke some inactive routines and the group
and sessions helped him to realise that he can be active and more engaged with local activities.

“

”

Josh is a good man. He tries to help people. He brings
stuff, useful stuff like jackets or supplies to the hostel or
when we use to meet at the library.

Participant
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Finally, we observed that people who took part feel more positive about the future.
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WHAT WE LEARNT
Key learnings
•
•
•
•

A mixture of structured activities and informal support worked well – for instance
having some parts of our workshops planned, and then leaving some for open discussion and peer support.
We created a safe space, where attendees were able to open up and express their
thoughts and feelings without being judged or rejected. This helped people to develop the confidence to engage in activities and connect with others
We learnt how to address different views and opinions within a group setting.
Finding a time that worked for everyone was difficult, but moving online and creating videos of our live sessions enabled people to watch later, if they couldn’t attend.

Lessons for others thinking of doing similar things:

DO’s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share your vision of your project well so its compelling
Be flexible with your plans, and always have a backup plan
Smile a lot
Believe in yourself 100%
Keep a positive mindset
Keep good records
Manage your time wisely
Be grateful and thankful
Acknowledge your employees and volunteers

DONTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t take on too much
Don’t do it all by yourself
Don’t wait for the perfect moment
Don’t focus on what might go wrong
Do not undervalue your volunteers
Do not be late
Don’t lose your passion, vision, or motivation
Do not entertain time wasters
Do not listen to negative comments.
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This project was selected to take part in the Social Innovation programme, run by MigrationWork CIC
as part of the MiFriendly Cities project. MigrationWork provided specialist training and consultancy
support to help projects develop their innovative ideas. Projects also received seed funding.
This programme was funded by the EU’s Urban Innovative Action fund.

Contact us
If you are interested in knowing more, or learning about anything else in this report,
please contact us at:
LINKEDIN: www.linkedin.com/in/joshua-jehudah
EMERALD BOOK CLUB
Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/EmeraldBookClub
Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/groups/EmeraldBookClub
GRATITUDE RADIO: www.radiogratitude.com
ARIYEL ACADEMY: www.ariyelacademy.com

“For many people being able to talk about personal experiences or raise awareness of issues in
their community is incredibly hard. Even more, to publish a book, if English is not their first language. Josh’s passion for writing and genuine desire to help people made it possible to become an
inspiration for his community. This is only the beginning for Emerald Book Club.”
- Sandra Penaloza Rice
Report by Joshua Mukiibi (EBC), Sandra Penzloza Rice, and Tamsin Koumis (MigrationWork CIC).

